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Abstract
This paper explores a range of origami-inspired folded core structures for use
in sandwich panels. Focus has been on assessing the energy-absorption capa-
bilities of the cores, specifically on benchmarking core performance against
the widely-studied Miura-ori folded core. Four core architectures were inves-
tigated. Two cores are based on cube and eggbox known tessellation origami
patterns. Two cores, the cube-strip and the diamond strip, are developed
from geometric modifications of the cube tessellation. The cube strip is gen-
erated by removing face portions of the cube pattern that contributed little
to energy absorption, effectively making a cellular square tube configura-
tion. The diamond strip introduced a pre-folded origami pattern into the
core which has been shown in previous research to substantially increase
square tube energy absorption. The performance of each core is assessed
under quasi-static loading with experimental and numerical analyses. The
non-optimised diamond strip cube strip core offered a 41% increase in aver-
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age force compared to the best-performing curved-crease Miura-type foldcore
previously reported and a 92% improvement over the standard Miura-type
foldcore.
Keywords: foldcore, quasi-static impact, folded sandwich structure,
kirigami
1. Introduction1
1.1. Origami and Kirigami Tessellations2
A rigid foldable origami pattern is an unbroken sheet that can realise a3
continuous rigid motion if its facets and fold lines are replaced by rigid panels4
and hinges [1]. Rigid foldable kirigami patterns possess the same property,5
but are not folded from a single, continuous sheet and so are characterised6
by the need to cut, stamp or punch the sheet before folding.7
When an origami pattern consists of repeating, tessellated shapes, it8
is known as tessellation origami [2]. The Miura-ori pattern is the most9
widely-known rigid-foldable, tessellated origami pattern and has been much-10
researched as engineering structures and devices [3]. Previous studies have11
identified and parametrised kirigami tessellations which may be suitable for12
engineering use, including sandwich panel construction [4, 5, 6].13
1.2. Foldcore Sandwich Structures14
Foldcore sandwich panels consist of a folded origami core sandwiched15
between two stiff facings. The key advantage of foldcore construction over16
honeycomb cores is that the cells are not closed, allowing moisture to escape17
through open channels and not become trapped [7, 8]. Additionally, foldcores18
possess the ability to be continuously manufactured from a flat sheet [9].19
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The only foldcore to be studied in detail is the Miura-type foldcore and its20
variants, including single-curved [10, 11, 12] and curved-crease [13, 14, 15] ar-21
chitectures. Experimental investigations have benchmarked the performance22
of these cores against honeycomb cores under out-of-plane quasi-static load-23
ing [15]. The standard Miura-core cannot match the energy-absorption or24
strength of a commercial honeycomb with comparable material and density.25
Curved-crease cores can potentially match honeycomb, but encounter man-26
ufacturing difficulties at the necessary optimum geometries.27
Preliminary investigations into kirigami foldcores have identified two kirigami28
geometries with potential to match or exceed Miura-type foldcores [16],29
specifically the cube and eggbox type. However for manufacturing conve-30
nience, experiments were conducted with polypropylene sheet material and31
at different core effective densities and so they performance relative to typical32
Miura-type foldcores is unknown.33
1.3. Origami Design in Energy-Absorbing Structures34
Origami design techniques have been shown to be effective at improving35
the energy-absorption capability of thin-walled devices. An effective energy-36
absorbing device should possess, amongst other properties [17], a peak re-37
action force from impact below the threshold which would cause damage, a38
high specific energy absorption, and a stable deformation mode. A high spe-39
cific energy absorption can be generated from a high average reaction force40
with a long crush stroke. In [18], a pre-folded diamond lobe was introduced41
onto each corner edge of a conventional thin-walled square tube, to produce42
the origami tube. A conventional square tube under axial crushing causes43
each corner edge to form a single travelling plastic hinge line that sweeps44
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through a certain surface area, dissipating a large amount of energy. The45
addition of the lobe successfully triggered a new failure mode involving two46
travelling plastic hinge lines at each corner. As a result, the overall energy47
dissipation was increased by 41%. Parametric optimisation of the square48
origami tube then generated an improved configuration with a further 47%49
increase in energy-absorption [19].50
A similar technique has been applied to Miura foldcores to create the51
indented foldcore [20]. For the indented Miura foldcore, an indent was added52
along the top ridge of the Miura pattern. This geometric imperfection ini-53
tiated a failure mode involving two top-down travelling hinge lines. This54
increased the uniformity of the force-displacement response compared to a55
basic Miura foldcore, which fails by plate buckling and generated a 39% in-56
crease in energy-absorption. However the new failure mode is suppressed in57
a complete sandwich panel with two attached skins. It therefore offers no58
significant advantage over the standard Miura foldcore in most applications.59
The present paper conducts an experimental and numerical analysis on60
four kirigami sandwich core geometries. Two geometries are the cube and61
eggbox tessellated kirigami patterns. Two geometries are cube geometries62
altered with origami design techniques, aimed at triggering failure modes63
associated with higher energy absorption. All cores are constructed at a64
similar density and aluminium material to those used for previous Miura-65
type foldcore investigations to enable benchmarking relative to these existing66
core types. The geometry of each core structure is characterised in Section 2.67
Experimental analyses under quasi-static loading are conducted in Section 3.68
Numerical analyses are given in Section 4 followed by discussion in Section 5.69
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2. Core Geometry70
2.1. Cube71
Various forms of the cube pattern are known [4] with a similar panel ar-72
rangement but different crease polarities. The cube crease pattern shown in73
fig. 1(a) produces a folded configuration with continuity between adjacent74
vertical walls and so forms a square honeycomb-like tessellation. As with75
the eggbox pattern, the general form of the pattern has three side lengths,76
however the present study shall restrict consideration to the regular config-77
uration in which all side lengths are s. The pattern progresses through two78
stages of folding. First, sequential panel rows rotate about lateral creases79
in a multi-DOF motion, although if all tessellated units are assumed to fold80
in a uniform manner this can be represented by a single angle θA. At the81
completion of stage one fold, at θA = pi/2, longitudinal creases are parallel82
to the z-axis and orthogonal to y-axis, and so a second stage folding can83
occur. The second stage fold is again multi-DOF but can be represented by84
a single dihedral angle θZ if tessellated units are assumed to fold in a uniform85
manner. The two dihedral angles can only be sequentially active and have86
bounds pi/2 ≤ θA ≤ pi and pi/2 ≤ θZ ≤ pi. The repeating unit cell is shown87
in fig. 1(a). A fully-folded unit cell contains twelve s × s square faces in a88
volume of 2s × 2s × s.89
2.2. Eggbox90
The kirigami eggbox crease pattern shown in fig. 1(b), with valley folds91
shown as dashed, mountain folds shown as dot-dashed, and slits as solid lines.92
The pattern consists of a series of identical tessellated diamond shapes and a93
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pattern of pre-cut slits. In the general form, it can be defined by four param-94
eters [6]: side length a,b, and h and angle φ. The paper considers only the95
regular form where all side lengths are equal, s = a = b = h, and the slit has96
zero width, φ = pi/3. The pattern folding motion is similar to the expansion97
of a metal lath. It is single-DOF rigid-foldable if all diagonally-sequential98
plates are kept parallel during manufacture. A folded configuration can be99
therefore be defined with a single parameter θmin ≤ θ ≤ pi, where the fully100
folded configuration θmin and unit cell volume are given by equations in [6].101
The repeating unit cell is shown in fig. 1(b).102
2.3. Cube Strip103
One third of the plates in the cube geometry form horizontal faces in the104
fully-folded configuration. Intuitively it can be seen that these are likely to105
contribute little to energy absorption under out-of-plane crushing, perhaps106
only providing a stabilising effect. Therefore a modification to the cube107
pattern was considered where all horizontal faces were removed to create a108
cube strip pattern, shown in fig. 1(c). This is composed of thin strips of109
material folded to form a square-wave profile when viewed in plan and so110
closely resembles a cellular square honeycomb core. This geometry can be111
characterised in a similar way to the cube pattern, with square cells of side112
length, height, and spacing of s, and a single fold angle θA, equal to pi/2 in113
the final configuration. A fully-folded unit cell contains four s × s square114
faces in a volume of 2s × s × s.115
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2.4. Diamond Strip116
The cube strip core was further modified by pre-folding a diamond lobe117
at the vertical walls of the pattern, shown in fig. 1(d). The modification118
was based on that of the energy-absorbing origami crash box [18] and so was119
hypothesised to trigger an improved mode involving additional travelling120
plastic hinge lines. In plan view, the diamond strip forms a square wave121
profile, with sequential panels folded in alternating directions. This is unlike122
a closed square tube where all panels are folded in the same direction. The123
diamond corner lobes therefore have to be vertically-offset in alternate pairs124
of lobes by half the module height to preserve the require fold direction. The125
diamond strip cube pattern shown in fig. 1(d) can be parametrised with cell126
width s, diamond width c, and sector angle φ. Strip height l can be given as127
l = c tanφ. For rigid-foldability, the sector angle φ causes a coupling between128
the longitudinal and lateral edges angles. ηA and ηZ , respectively. This129
coupling is related by equation (1) in [21] given as (1 + cos ηZ)(1− cos ηA) =130
4 cos2 φ. Thus a single variable, ηA or ηZ , is sufficient to control strip folding.131
To give a cubic volume per cell the folded height can be set to equal cell132
width, s = l sin(ηZ/2). Similarly, a square profile in plan is generated when133
ηA = 3pi/4 and so this is treated as the fully-folded configuration. This134
produces the fully-folded configuration shown in fig. 1(d). It has a total135
plate area 4s × l in a volume of 2s × s × s.136
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3. Experimental Analysis137
3.1. Prototype Manufacture138
Three prototypes were manufactured for each of the above geometries. All139
foldcores were manufactured from the same pure aluminium sheet material140
used in previous study of Miura foldcores [15] and additionally were designed141
at approximately the same effective core density α = 3% and core height142
at H = 10mm. Foldcore prototypes were also designed to contain a large143
number of unit cells, in order to avoid significant free-edge effects. They are144
shown in fig. 2.145
Cube prototypes were manufactured with dimensions s = 10mm and at146
a near-fully-folded configuration of θA = pi/2 and θZ = 0.53pi. The crease147
pattern was scored into a 190 × 190mm aluminium sheet with a Silhouette148
Cameo vinyl cutting machine. The sheet was the folded with 3D-printed149
sequential moulds, in the manner explained in [15]. This produced final150
foldcore with a volumetric length × width × height of 105 × 100 × 10mm151
and with 25 unit cells. Foldcores were manufactured with a sheet thickness152
tp = 0.1mm to give α = 3%.153
Eggbox foldcore prototypes were manufactured with dimensions s =154
6.1mm and tp = 0.1mm to give a foldcore with H = 10mm and α = 3.4%. A155
thickness of 0.1mm was used as it was the closest available sheet thickness to156
0.09mm, which is required to give an exact density of 3.0%. Crease patterns157
were scored into a 95 × 293mm aluminium sheet and folded using sequential158
moulds set at θ = 0.8pi, 0.65pi, 0.52pi, and 0.39pi. This gave final prototypes159
with volume 100 × 100 × 10mm and consisting of 72 unit cells.160
Cube strip foldcores were the simplest to manufacture of all the core161
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structures studied. Each foldcore consists of ten individual strips of material162
with unfolded areal dimensions of 10x210mm and fully folded areal dimen-163
sions of 10x100mm when θ = pi/2. A strip thickness of tp = 0.15mm gave164
α = 3%. Compared with the cube pattern, the thicker sheet area is enabled165
by the removal of horizontal plate areas. These were bonded to a base plate,166
discussed further below, at a spacing of 10mm to produce a foldcore with167
folded volume 100 × 100 × 10mm and with 50 unit cells. This is double the168
number of unit cells compared to the cube foldcore, as the repeating cube169
unit has twice the plan area of the cube strip unit cell.170
The diamond strips were manufactured in a similar manner to the cube171
strip foldcores. Prototypes consisted of ten individual strips of material of 210172
× 10.1mm that were first folded into the cube strip configuration. Diamond173
lobes were then pressed into strips by placing them against a backing plate174
and manually pressing the sheet into shape with a screwdriver. Final lobes175
had c = 3.7mm , φ = 70◦, and possessed α = 3% at a sheet thickness of176
0.16mm. The closest available sheet thickness was used, tp = 0.15mm, to177
give α = 2.7%. Once bonded to a base plate at a spacing of 10mm, the final178
prototypes had folded volume 100 × 100 × 10mm containing approximately179
50 unit cells.180
All prototypes cores were annealed at 345◦C subsequently to folding to181
remove any residual stresses from manufacturing. They were then bonded182
to a single aluminium face with thickness 1.5mm, using ET538 Permabond183
epoxy slow-cured at room temperature for 24 hours. The aluminium sheet184
material was an 1100-0 alloy with a plastic stress-strain after annealing as185
listed in table 1. These properties were obtained from tensile tests conducted186
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in a previous study [15] for a 0.2mm thick sheet of the same material and187
so it is assumed of the 0.1mm and 0.15mm thick sheets can be reasonably188
represented by the same values.189
3.2. Experimental Method and Results190
Experiments were conducted using an INSTRON Universal Testing Ma-191
chine. Prototypes were placed on a rigid base plate and crushed by a de-192
scending rigid top plate at a rate of 1mm/min to ensure quasi-static load-193
ing. The reaction force and compressive displacement were recorded at 0.1s194
intervals during the test. The test ended when real-time plots of the force-195
displacement response showed a sharp increase in force with displacement,196
indicating that densification had occurred. The force-displacement P − h197
history was recorded and converted to dimensionless stress-strain σ∗ − h∗.198
Dimensionless stress is equal to the crushing force divided by the prototype199
area and yield stress, σ∗ = P/(AσY ). Strain is given by crushing distance200
divided by core height h∗ = h/H.201
Individual and averaged dimensionless stress-strain responses responses202
are plotted in fig. 2. All prototypes show good consistency. Key response203
values are summarised in table 2. Maximum dimensionless stress is denoted204
σ∗max. Densification strain is denoted h
∗
d and calculated as the strain at205
which the average the three prototype responses shows a sharp increase in206
σ∗. Dimensionless energy absorption E∗ is calculated as the integral of σ∗207
up to h∗d. The average dimensionless stress is calculated from σ
∗
avg = E
∗h∗d,208
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4. Numerical Analysis209
4.1. Numerical Analysis210
Finite element analysis was performed by means of a quasi-static, large-211
displacement analysis using ABAQUS/Explicit. The analysis was performed212
for a single unit cell, with periodic boundary constraints applied to nodes213
on the relevant edges. Unit cells were modelled using the same material and214
dimensions as the experimental prototypes. As no tearing was observed in215
the prototype experiments beyond that already present in eggbox cores from216
manufacture, an isotropic-hardening plasticity material model was used with-217
out damage initiation or evolution behaviour. S3R and S4R mesh elements218
were set following a convergence study to s/80 = 0.125mm. The unit cells219
were crushed between rigid top and bottom plates. The bottom plate was220
rigidly fixed. The top plate was fixed except for vertical displacement, set221
with a smooth-step crush displacement, a maximum displacement of approx-222
imately 0.8H, and an average velocity of 2m/s, which was sufficient to ensure223
quasi-static conditions. Contact between the core and rigid panels, and self-224
contact, were modelled as a surface interaction with a friction coefficient of225
0.25.226
Previous studies have compared finite element models with experimental227
results for foldcores constructed in a similar manner, and found that the in-228
clusion of geometric imperfections gave a better prediction of foldcore failure229
mode and force-displacement response [20, 15]. They also allowed an assess-230
ment of the stability and repeatability of the failure mode in the presence231
of imperfections. Two numerical models were therefore constructed for each232
foldcore. FE models used perfect core geometry. Models with geometric233
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imperfections were generated through the superposition of buckling modes234
of the core onto the original perfect geometry in the manner described in235
[20]. For all foldcores, imperfections were scaled to give a maximum nodal236
displacement δmax = 0.25mm, chosen because it was the minimum bead size237
of the 3D printer used to produce manufacturing moulds. For each core, the238
geometric imperfection predicting the lowest value of σ∗avg was defined as FE
′.239
Key values for FE and FE′ models are listed in table 2 and plotted in fig. 3.240
4.2. Comparison with Experimental Results241
For the cube foldcore, the FE′ model predicts a symmetric collapse mode,242
shown in fig. 3(a), that is similar to that exhibited in thin-walled square tubes243
and square honeycomb-core sandwich panels. The numerical prediction of244
average dimensionless stress is 5.4x10−3, which is close to the experimental245
value of 4.9x10−3. The fully-crushed numerical and experimental core config-246
urations and stress-strain curves also match, indicating the numerical model247
successfully predicts the cube core failure behaviour. A larger discrepancy248
is seen is seen between numerical prediction and experimental value of peak249
stress, 9.4x10−3 and 6.4x10−3, respectively. This is thought attributable to250
the variation in core height in the cube prototype arising from the folded face251
panel edges, visible in fig. 2(a). This would cause a non-uniform initial im-252
pact with the top surface, an effect that would not be exhibited in numerical253
models with the uniform top surface of the periodic unit cell geometry.254
For the eggbox foldcore, the FE′ model fails to predict either the ex-255
perimental dimensionless stress-strain response or failure mode, see fig. 3(b).256
The poor numerical prediction was hypothesised to be caused by tearing that257
occurred during manufacture, specifically that this tearing might invalidate258
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the assumed periodic boundary conditions of the cellular geometry. Another259
numerical model was therefore run without periodic boundary constraints,260
designated FE′no PBC and with results listed in table 2. The removal of PBCs261
has a drastic effect on numerical response, indicating eggbox cores are highly262
sensitive to boundary conditions. The FE′no PBC model gives a better pre-263
diction of a low-energy ‘flattened’ failure, see fig. 3(b), with numerical and264
experimental predictions of average stress of 4.6 × 10−3 and 3.2 × 10−3,265
respectively. A poor numerical prediction of the initial crush is still seen,266
with the peak stress prediction of 11.2 × 10−3 far greater that the experi-267
mental 4.6 × 10−3. This is again likely to be partially attributable to height268
variation across cube unit cells but core sensitivity and manufacturing errors269
make this difficult to assess.270
The cube strip FE′ model gives a good prediction of experimental dimen-271
sionless stress-strain response and the fully-crushed prototype failure mode,272
see fig. 3(c). Numerical predictions of peak and average stress are 24.1 ×273
10−3 and 12.1 × 10−3, respectively, compared with experimental values of274
19.2 × 10−3 and 12.0 × 10−3, respectively. The predicted failure mode is a275
symmetric collapse mode similar to the cube core.276
Finally, the diamond strip FE′ model gives a good experimental predic-277
tion, see fig. 3(d). Numerical predictions of peak and average stress are 22.1278
× 10−3 and 13.3 × 10−3, respectively, compared with experimental values279
of 21.2 × 10−3 and 14.8 × 10−3, respectively. For both cube and diamond280
strip models, a better prediction of initial peak stress and stiffness is seen281
compared to that of the cube core. This is because the periodic numerical282
unit geometry possesses an ideal uniform height, a condition that is more283
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closely reflected in the strip core prototypes. In strip core prototypes, sep-284
arate strips are all cut to a correct height and this remains unchanged in285
subsequent folding. This is in contrast to the cube core, which has some286
bending radius and related height variation imparted to core and face panels287
during sequential folding. The FE′ diamond strip model also predicts the288
formation of the target diamond mode exhibited for the origami tube. This289
corresponds to the failure observed in experiments, see fig. 3(d).290
5. Discussion291
5.1. Kirigami Foldcore Comparison292
The dimensionless stress-strain responses of the core experimental re-293
sponses are shown in fig. 4. Considering first the two unmodified kirigami294
patterns, the cube core is seen to have a 53% greater energy than the egg-295
box core. The poor eggbox performance is attributed to the extremely high296
sensitivity of the core geometry to periodic boundary conditions, with the297
numerical models showing a 63% reduction in energy absorption from FE′ to298
FE′no PBC models.299
Comparing cube and cube strip experimental responses, a 145% increase300
in energy absorption is seen for cube strip cores. Theoretical predictions for301
the symmetric collapse mode seen in both core types typically contain a have302
a linear relationship between energy absorption and t
5/3
p [22]. Given the cube303
cores have tp = 0.10mm and cube strips have tp = 0.15mm, the performance304
increase attributable only to plate thickness could therefore be expected to305
be approximately 97%, less than the 145% exhibited. The remaining dif-306
ference is attributed to the core height distortion caused by cube core face307
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panel folding. It is concluded therefore that the face panel regions are ac-308
tively damaging to the cube core energy absorption, rather than providing a309
stabilising effect as initially thought.310
Comparing the cube strip and diamond strip cores, a 23% increase in311
energy absorption is shown by the diamond strip. This is less than the 41%312
increase reported in the origami tube [18], despite the same alteration from313
a symmetric progressive collapse mode to diamond mode. It is thought that314
the offset diamond fold necessary at two of the four diamond strip walls might315
have reduce the effect of the diamond mode. Experimental observations of316
this are inconclusive and further study is needed to confirm. The diamond317
strip also has a slightly improved peak stress compared to the cube strip core,318
but at reduced proportion to the average stress increase. The diamond strip319
therefore has the best overall uniformity of energy absorption with U∗ = 1.43.320
Finally, an assessment of relative core sensitivity can be made by compar-321
ing perfect FE and imperfect FE′ model responses. Neglecting the eggbox322
core which was previously seen to be highly sensitive, the cube, cube strip,323
and diamond strip cores have a 15%, 25%, and 14% reduction in average324
stress from FE to FE′, respectively. These cores are all therefore judged to325
be reasonably insensitive to the presence of geometric imperfections, with326
the diamond strip being the least sensitive.327
5.2. Miura-type Foldcore Comparison328
Previous research has studied foldcores with a similar material and den-329
sity were under quasi-static crush loads [15]. Prototype experimental results330
from these studies are reproduced in table 3 along with results of the present331
study. Compared to original Miura-type foldcore, the diamond strip has an332
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increase in peak and average stresses of 74% and 92%, respectively. Indented333
and curved-crease (CC) foldcore configurations were also previously devel-334
oped. Compared to the best-performing CC tessellation two foldcore, the335
diamond strip has an increase in peak and average stresses of 24% and 41%,336
respectively.337
To summarise, the diamond strip has the best experimental performance338
of any tested foldcore geometry under quasi-static out-of-plane loading. It339
is additionally insensitive to geometric imperfections and has a very uni-340
form failure response. It is therefore well-suited to application as an energy-341
absorbing sandwich core.342
6. Conclusion343
This paper presents an experimental and numerical investigation on four344
kirigami-inspired folded core structures under out-of-plane crushing. The345
cube and eggbox patterns were based directly on known kirigami pattern and346
displayed the lowest energy absorption capacity, compared to both other fold-347
cores tested in the present study and those reported previously. The eggbox348
core additionally was seen to have extremely high sensitivity to geometric349
imperfections and boundary conditions.350
Two modified core geometries were developed based on the cube pattern:351
the cube strip and diamond strip cores. Both displayed substantially higher352
energy absorption compared to the cube core and previously reported foldcore353
architectures. The diamond strip had 24% and 41% better peak and average354
stresses, respectively, compared to the best previously reported foldcore type355
and additionally was seen to be insensitive to geometric imperfections and356
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possessing of a uniform failure response.357
The diamond strip is therefore judged to be the best present candidate358
for folded-core energy absorbing sandwich panels. Many research questions359
remain and are the subject of ongoing research. These include the optimisa-360
tion of the diamond strip geometry, study of the effect of attached sandwich361
faces, and diamond strip core performance under other load cases, including362
shear loading and dynamic impact. Geometric development is also being363
investigated to extend from flat plate to single-curved shell configurations,364
to enable folding of strip cores from a single sheet, and to enable folding of365
honeycomb-like cellular cores with a diamond strip modification.366
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Figure 1: Crease pattern, folded configuration, and folding sequence of foldcores. a) Cube,
b) Eggbox, c) Cube Strip, and d) Diamond Strip.
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Figure 2: Prototype foldcores on left; Individual (dashed) and average (solid) prototype
dimensionless stress-strain responses on right. a) Cube, b) Eggbox, c) Cube Strip, and d)
Diamond Strip.
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Figure 3: Comparison of numerical and experimental dimensionless stress-strain responses
and failure modes. a) Cube, b) Eggbox, c) Cube Strip, and d) Diamond Strip.23
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Figure 4: Comparison of foldcore experimental dimensionless stress-strain responses.
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Strain 0 0.007 0.019 0.048 0.106 0.183 0.260
Stress (MPa) 23.9 38.4 51.9 67.8 83.6 96.1 105.8
Table 1: True plastic stress-strain data for small-scale prototypes.
Cube Eggbox
σ∗max σ
∗
avg U
∗ σ∗max σ
∗
avg U
∗
×10−3 ×10−3 ×10−3 ×10−3
Exp1 6.6 5.0 1.32 4.9 3.1 1.58
Exp2 6.7 4.9 1.37 4.7 3.3 1.42
Exp3 6.4 4.8 1.33 4.3 3.0 1.43
Exp 6.4 4.9 1.31 4.6 3.2 1.44
FE 11.6 5.5 2.11 19.6 14.7 1.33
FE′ 9.4 5.4 1.74 19.7 12.5 1.58
FE′no PBC N/A 11.2 4.6 2.43
Cube Strip Diamond Strip
σ∗max σ
∗
avg U
∗ σ∗max σ
∗
avg U
∗
×10−3 ×10−3 ×10−3 ×10−3
Exp1 21.6 12.9 1.67 21.2 15.1 1.40
Exp2 18.1 11.6 1.56 22.1 14.9 1.48
Exp3 19.8 11.4 1.74 20.4 14.5 1.41
Exp 19.2 12.0 1.60 21.2 14.8 1.43
FE 41.6 16.3 2.55 22.4 15.5 1.45
FE′ 24.1 12.1 1.99 22.1 13.3 1.66
Table 2: Experimental and numerical prototype analysis results.
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σ∗max σ
∗
avg U
∗
×10−3 ×10−3
Cube 6.4 4.9 1.3
Eggbox 4.6 3.2 1.44
Cube Strip 19.2 12.0 1.60
Diamond Strip 21.2 14.8 1.43
Miura 12.2 7.7 1.58
Indented 11.8 8.4 1.41
CC Tess. 1 15.7 8.7 1.82
CC Tess. 2 17.1 10.5 1.62
Table 3: Comparison of kirigami and Miura-type foldcore experimental results.
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